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Abstract
Backward stability of the Casteljau algorithm and two more efﬁcient algorithms for polynomial tensor product surfaces with
interest in CAGD is shown. The conditioning of the corresponding bases are compared. These algorithms are also compared with
the corresponding Horner algorithm and their higher accuracy is shown. A running error analysis of the algorithms is also carried
out providing algorithms which calculate “a posteriori” sharp error bounds simultaneously to the evaluation of the surface without
increasing signiﬁcantly the computational cost.
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1. Introduction
Horner algorithm is the most frequently used algorithm for polynomial evaluation. However, in the ﬁeld of computer
aided geometric design (CAGD) other algorithms are used for polynomial evaluation. One of the goals of this paper is to
show the higher accuracy of these algorithms over Horner algorithm for the evaluation of tensor product surfaces. The
most usual algorithm in CAGD for the evaluation of polynomial curves is the de Casteljau algorithm. This algorithm has
quadratic time complexity when evaluating a polynomial curve of degree n, that is, of O(n2) elementary operations. In
the last two decades there has been an intense search of new algorithms inCAGD for the evaluation of polynomial curves
more efﬁcient than the de Casteljau algorithm (see [1–5,9,15,16]). In fact, there are other evaluation algorithms useful
in design whose computational cost to evaluate a polynomial curve of degree n is linear, that is, of O(n) elementary
operations. The computational cost becomes much more important when evaluating tensor product surfaces. We show
in this paper that these algorithms present better stability properties than Horner algorithm. This opens the possibility
of using them even outside of the ﬁeld of CAGD.
Corner cutting algorithms play a key role in CAGD (see [12,8, Section 14.3, pp. 352–353]). In addition to the
de Casteljau tensor product algorithm, we shall consider in Section 2 two more efﬁcient alternative corner cutting
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evaluation algorithms for tensor product surfaces derived from two evaluation algorithms for polynomial curves with
linear complexity: the Wang–Ball algorithm (see [15]) and the evaluation algorithm introduced in [3] and adapted for
the evaluation of surfaces in [9]. One advantage of this last algorithm over the Wang–Ball algorithm comes from the
fact that the corresponding representation preserves the shape properties of the control polygon because it was proved
in [3] that the corresponding basis is normalized totally positive (NTP), and it is well known that shape preserving
representations are associated to NTP bases (see [13]). In contrast, in [5] it has been proved that the Wang–Ball basis
is not NTP, although it satisﬁes the weaker property of monotonicity preservation.
As far as we know, in the literature there is no error analysis of the mentioned tensor product algorithms, even
for the case of the de Casteljau algorithm. In Section 3 a backward and forward error analysis of the corner cutting
algorithms for tensor product surfaces is performed. It is shown that they are backward stable and we also compare
the conditioning of the bases. In Section 4, we carry out a running error analysis of the corner cutting algorithms,
providing new algorithms which calculate “a posteriori” error bounds simultaneously to the evaluation of the surface
and without increasing signiﬁcantly the computational cost. The sharpness of these error bounds is shown in Section
5, which contains numerical experiments comparing the three algorithms considered in the paper and, in addition,
the extension of the Horner algorithm for the evaluation of tensor product surfaces. Horner algorithm presents worse
stability properties than the other algorithms. The conclusions are included at the end of Section 5.
2. Corner cutting evaluation algorithms for tensor product surfaces
We start this section by recalling the deﬁnition of tensor product surface.
Deﬁnition 1. Given two systemsU =(u0, . . . , um) andU =(u0, . . . , un) deﬁned on [a1, b1] and [a2, b2], respectively,
the system U ⊗ U := (ui(x) ⊗ uj (y))j=0,...,ni=0,...,m is called a tensor product system and the surface
F(x, y) =
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
Pijui(x)uj (y), (x, y) ∈ [a1, b1] × [a2, b2], (1)
is called a tensor product surface. The points Pij (i = 0, . . . , m, j = 0, . . . , n) are called control points of the surface
F and the matrix {Pij }0 im;0 jn is called control net of F.
In [4] corner cutting systems were considered and it was proved that they always satisfy monotonicity preservation.
Now let us generalize the concept of corner cutting system to the case of tensor product systems. Let us denote by
i (x) the i × (i + 1) bidiagonal matrix
i (x) :=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 − (i)0 (x) (i)0 (x)
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 − (i)i−1(x) (i)i−1(x)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (2)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, where (i)j : [a1, b1] → [0, 1] for 0j < im.
Deﬁnition 2. We say that 1(x) · · ·m(x) ⊗ n(y)T · · ·1(y)T is a tensor product corner cutting representation on
[a1, b1] × [a2, b2] of the tensor product system of functions (ui ⊗ uj )0 jn0 im deﬁned on the set [a1, b1] × [a2, b2]
if U := (u0(x), . . . , um(x)) = 1(x) · · ·m(x) and U := (u0(y), . . . , un(y)) = 1(y) · · ·n(y), where the matrices
i (x) andi (y) are of the form (2), and the functions (i)j : [a1, b1] → [0, 1] and (i)j : [a2, b2] → [0, 1] are continuous
and increasing for all 0j < im and 0j < in, respectively. Then we say that U ⊗ U is a tensor product corner
cutting system on [a1, b1] × [a2, b2].
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By considering the components of the pointsPij , the evaluation of (1) depends on the evaluation of scalar functions. A
tensor product corner cutting representation provides a corner cutting evaluation algorithm for tensor product surfaces,
as the following algorithm shows.
Algorithm 3. Let us consider the following tensor product surface represented in a tensor product system
F(x, y) =
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
fijui(x)uj (y). (3)
Let us suppose that the system is a tensor product corner cutting system. Therefore, we can write (3) in the following
way:
F(x, y) = 1(x) · · ·m(x)(fij )0 jn0 imn(y)T · · ·1(y)T.
Then performing
1. f 00ij (x, y) = fij for 0 im and 0jn.
2. f 0sij (x, y) = (1 − (n+1−s)j (y))f 0,s−1ij (x, y) + (n+1−s)j (y)f 0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y) for 0 im, 1sn and 0jn − s.
3. f rni0 (x, y) = (1 − (m+1−r)i (x))f r−1,ni0 (x, y) + (m+1−r)i (x)f r−1,ni+1,0 (x, y) for 1rm and 0 im − r , we have
f mn00 (x, y) = F(x, y).
Remark 4. We can check that the previous algorithm uses ( 12 )(m+1)n(n+1)+ ( 12 )m(m+1) sums and (m+1)n(n+
1) + m(m + 1) products. If m<n, by evaluating ﬁrst the curves fj (x) =∑mi=0 fijui(x), for j = 0, . . . , n, and ﬁnally
the curve f (y) =∑nj=0 fjuj (y), we can deduce an evaluation algorithm of the same kind that the previous one but
with a lower computational cost. Then, if m<n, we will use this new algorithm and, if mn, we will use Algorithm
3. So, from now on we will assume without loss of generality that mn. See [8, p. 262] and [10].
In CAGD the usual representation of a tensor product polynomial surface is the Bernstein–Bézier form (see [6]) given
by (3) and using the Bernstein tensor product basis (bmi ⊗bnj )0 jn0 im, where bki (x)=
(
k
i
)
xk(1−x)k−i , i=0, 1 . . . , k,
are the Bernstein polynomials. The corresponding surface is calledBézier surface (see [6]). The pointsPij (i=0, . . . , m,
j = 0, . . . , n) are called control points of the surface F and the matrix {Pij }0 im;0 jn is called Bézier control net
of F.
Taking into account that the Bernstein tensor product basis admits the tensor product corner cutting representation
given by
(i)j (x) = x, 0j < im and (i)j (y) = y, 0j < in, (4)
we can conclude that it is a tensor product corner cutting system. So, we can apply Algorithm 3 to the particular case
where U = (bm0 , . . . , bmm) = 1 · · ·m, U = (bn0 , . . . , bnn) = 1 · · ·n with the functions (i)j and (i)j given by (4),
obtaining a corner cutting algorithm for the evaluation of Bézier surfaces, which will be called the de Casteljau tensor
product algorithm. We can easily check that this algorithm consists of ( 12 )(m + 1)n(n + 1) + ( 12 )m(m + 1) sums and
(m + 1)n(n + 1) + m(m + 1) products.
The Wang–Ball basis was presented by Wang in [16]. Let us recall the deﬁnition of the Wang–Ball basis (am0 (t), . . . ,
amm(t)), m2, t ∈ [0, 1]:
ami (t) = 2i t i (1 − t)i+2, 0 i
⌊m
2
⌋
− 1,
ami (t) = 2m−i tm+2−i (1 − t)m−i ,
⌊
m + 1
2
⌋
+ 1 im.
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In addition, if m is even, amm/2(t) = 2m/2tm/2(1 − t)m/2, and, if m is odd,
a(m−1)/2(t) = 2(m−1)/2t (m−1)/2(1 − t)(m+1)/2, a(m+1)/2(t) = 2(m−1)/2t (m+1)/2(1 − t)(m−1)/2,
where r (r > 0) is the greatest positive integer less than or equal to r.
In [1] it was shown that this basis has an evaluation algorithm of linear complexity. In [5] we proved that the
Wang–Ball basis is not NTP in general. Let us recall that the collocation matrix of a system of univariate functions
(u0(t), . . . , un(t)) at t0 < · · ·< tm is given by
M
(
u0, . . . , un
t0, . . . , tm
)
:= (uj (ti))i=0,...,m;j=0,...,n, (5)
and hence its (i, j)-entry is uj (ti). A system (u0, . . . , un) is normalized if
∑n
i=0 ui(t) = 1 for all t. A matrix is totally
positive (TP) if all its minors are nonnegative and a system of functions is TPwhen all its collocationmatrices (5) are TP.
In case of a normalized totally positive (NTP) basis one knows that the curve imitates the shape of its control polygon,
due to the variation diminishing properties of TP matrices (see [13]). So, since the Wang–Ball basis is not NTP, we
cannot hope that it satisﬁes many shape preserving properties. Nevertheless, we also saw in [5] that the Wang–Ball
basis is monotonicity preserving.
Taking into account the evaluation algorithm given in [15] for Wang–Ball curves and considering in Algorithm 3 the
particular case where the systems U = (am0 , . . . , amm) = 1 · · ·m and U = (an0 , . . . , ann) = 1 · · ·n are Wang–Ball
bases with
(i)j (x) = (i)j (y) = 0 for j ∈
{
0, . . . ,
⌊
i − 3
2
⌋}
, (6)
(i)j (x) = x, (i)j (y) = y for j ∈
{⌊
i − 1
2
⌋
,
⌊
i
2
⌋}
, (7)
(i)j (x) = (i)j (y) = 1 for j ∈
{⌊
i
2
+ 1
⌋
, . . . , i − 1
}
, (8)
we can deduce an algorithm for the evaluation of theWang–Ball tensor product surfaces. The corresponding basisU⊗U
will be calledWang–Ball tensor product basis and the algorithm will be calledWang–Ball tensor product algorithm. We
can easily check that this algorithm consists of ( 12 )((m+1)(3n−1)+ (3m−1)) sums and (m+1)(3n−1)+ (3m−1)
products if n and m are odd, of ( 12 )((m + 1)(3n − 1) + 3m) sums and (m + 1)(3n − 1) + 3m products if n is odd
and m is even, of ( 12 )((m + 1)3n + (3m − 1)) sums and (m + 1)3n + (3m − 1) products if n is even and m is odd,
and of ( 12 )((m + 1)3n + 3m) sums and (m + 1)3n + 3m products if n and m are even. In conclusion, the Wang–Ball
tensor product algorithm has a computational cost of O(mn) elementary operations in contrast to the cost of O(mn2)
elementary operations of the de Casteljau tensor product algorithm.
In [3] Delgado and Peña introduced another basis (cm0 (t), . . . , cmm(t)), m2, t ∈ [0, 1], with a corner cutting
evaluation algorithm associated of linear complexity:
cm0 (t) = (1 − t)m, cmm(t) = tm,
cmi (t) = t (1 − t)m−i , 1 i
⌊m
2
⌋
− 1,
cmi (t) = t i (1 − t),
⌊
m + 1
2
⌋
+ 1 im − 1.
In addition, if m is even, cmm/2(t)= 1 − tm/2+1 − (1 − t)m/2+1, and, if m is odd, cm(m−1)/2(t)= t (1 − t)(m+1)/2 + fm(t)
and cm(m+1)/2(t) = fm(t) + t (m+1)/2(1 − t) where fm(t) = 12 [1 − t (m+1)/2 − (1 − t)(m+1)/2].
In [3] it was proved that this basis presents nice shape preserving properties because it is NTP. In addition it was also
shown that it is associated to a corner cutting evaluation algorithm of linear complexity. Following the notation in [9],
we call it DP basis.
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Taking into account the evaluation algorithm given in [3] and taking in Algorithm 3 U = (cm0 , . . . , cmm)=1 · · ·m
and U = (cn0 , . . . , cnn) = 1 · · ·n with
(i)0 (x) = (i)i−1(x) = x, (i)0 (y) = (i)i−1(y) = y, (9)
(i)j (x) = (i)j (y) = 1, j = 1, . . . ,
⌊
i
2
⌋
− 1, (10)
(i)j (x) = (i)j (y) = 0, j =
⌊
i + 1
2
⌋
, . . . , i − 2, (11)
(i)(i−1)/2(x) = (i)(i−1)/2(y) = 12 if i is odd, (12)
we deduce an algorithm for evaluating the corresponding linear NTP tensor product surfaces. We call the associated
basis DP tensor product basis and to the algorithm DP tensor product algorithm.We can easily check that this algorithm
consists of 2(m+ 1)n+ 2m sums and 4(m+ 1)n+ 4m products if n and m are odd, of 2(m+ 1)n+ (2m− 1) sums and
4(m + 1)n + (4m − 2) products if n is odd and m is even, of (m + 1)(2n − 1) + 2m sums and (m + 1)(4n − 2) + 4m
products if n is even and m is odd, and of (m+ 1)(2n− 1)+ (2m− 1) sums and (m+ 1)(4n− 2)+ (4m− 2) products
if n and m are even. In conclusion, the DP tensor product algorithm has a computational cost of mn order, in contrast
to the mn2 order of the de Casteljau tensor product algorithm.
3. Error analysis
In this section we carry out the error analysis of the corner cutting algorithms for the evaluation of tensor product
surfaces (Algorithm 3) so that we can apply it to the particular cases of Bézier, Wang–Ball and DP tensor product
surfaces. We also study the relation between the condition numbers of the associated bases.
Let us now introduce some standard notations in error analysis. Given a ∈ R, the computed element in ﬂoating point
arithmetic will be denoted by either ﬂ(a) or by aˆ. As usual, to investigate the effect of rounding errors when working
with ﬂoating point arithmetic we use either the model
ﬂ(a op b) = (a op b)(1 + ), ||u, (13)
or the model
ﬂ(a op b) = a op b
1 +  , ||u, (14)
with u the unit roundoff and op any of the elementary operations +, −, ×, /. Given k ∈ N0 such that ku< 1, let us
deﬁne
k :=
ku
1 − ku . (15)
In our error analysis we shall deal with quantities satisfying that their absolute value is bounded above by k . We denote
such quantities by k .
In order to perform the error analysis of an algorithm, the conditioning of the corresponding problem is also a very
important aspect that must be taken into account. Given F(x, y) =∑mi=0∑nj=0 cij ui(x)uj (y), where umn = (ui ⊗
uj )
0 jn
0 im is a basis of the corresponding space,
Sumn(F (x, y)) :=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
|cij ui(x)uj (y)|, (16)
is called a condition number for the evaluation of F(x, y) with the basis umn (see [14]).
The following result performs the backward and the forward error analysis of the corner cutting algorithms for the
evaluation of tensor product surfaces.
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Theorem 5. Let us consider a tensor product corner cutting system umn = (ui ⊗ uj )0 jn0 im deﬁned on I × I where
I, I ⊆ R. Let F(x, y) be given by (3) and let us suppose that 2(m + n)u< 1, where u is the unit roundoff. Then the
value F̂ (x, y) = f l(F (x, y)) computed in ﬂoating point arithmetic through Algorithm 3 satisﬁes
F̂ (x, y) =
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
f ijui(x)uj (y), f ij = fij (1 + 2(m+n)(i, j)), (17)
for certain unknown quantities 2(m+n)(i, j) such that |2(m+n)(i, j)|2(m+n). The computed value F̂ (x, y) also
veriﬁes
|F(x, y) − F̂ (x, y)|2(m+n)Sumn(F (x, y)) (18)
and
|F(x, y) − F̂ (x, y)|2(m+n) max0 im;0 jn |fij |. (19)
Proof. By Algorithm 3 we have that
f
0,n+1−k
ij (x, y) = (1 − (k)j (y))f 0,n−kij (x, y) + (k)j (y)f 0,n−ki,j+1 (x, y)
for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}. So, taking into account formula (13) we have
f̂
0,n+1−k
ij (x, y) = [(1−(k)j (y))f̂ 0,n−kij (x, y)(1+0,n−kij )+(k)j (y)f̂ 0,n−ki,j+1 (x, y)(1 + 0,n−ki,j+1 )](1 + 0,n+1−kij ),
where |0,n−kij |, |0,n−ki,j+1 | and |0,n+1−kij | are numbers less than or equal to the unit roundoff u. Then we can write
f̂
0,n+1−k
ij (x, y) = (1 − (k)j (y))f̂ 0,n−kij (x, y)(1 + 2) + (k)j (y)f̂ 0,n−ki,j+1 (x, y)(1 + 2)
for a certain unknown quantity 2 such that |2|2. Taking into account all the previous considerations we can easily
prove by recurrence that
f̂ 0ni0 (x, y) =
n∑
j=0
f 00ij (1 + 2n)uj (y) (20)
for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}. Let us observe that in the previous formula the coefﬁcients f 00ij are exact since they come
from the initialization performed in the step 1 of Algorithm 3. Analogously to the last formula we can prove
F̂ (x, y) =
m∑
i=0
f̂ 0ni0 (x, y)(1 + 2m)ui(x). (21)
So, from (20) and (21) we can deduce
F̂ (x, y) =
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
f 00ij (1 + 2(m+n))ui(x)uj (y).
Then, by the last formula, taking into account that f 00ij = fij for all i and j, that |k|k and denoting f ij :=
fij (1+2(m+n)) for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, we derive (17). Finally, from (17), taking into account,
again, that |k|k and the deﬁnition of the condition number (see formula (16)) we have
|F(x, y) − F̂ (x, y)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
fij2(m+n)ui(x)uj (y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2(m+n)
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
|fij |ui(x)uj (y)
and (18) holds.
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Obviously, (19) is a consequence of formula (18) since the functions ui(x)uj (y) are nonnegative and form a nor-
malized system.
On one hand, taking into account that the tensor product Bernstein, Wang–Ball and DP bases are tensor product
corner cutting systems, by formula (17) of Theorem 5 the corresponding corner cutting algorithms are backward stable.
On the other hand, the forward error bound (18) depends on the condition number of the tensor product basis. Now
we are going to compare the condition numbers of the tensor product bases associated to the different algorithms
considered along the paper. The following result will play a key role for this purpose.
Proposition 6. Let U = (u0, . . . , um) and V = (v0, . . . , vm) be bases of the vector space of functions U and, let
U = (u0, . . . , un) and V = (v0, . . . , vn) be bases of another vector space of functionsU. If M and M are the matrices
such that
U = VM and U = V M (22)
then
U ⊗ U = (V ⊗ V )(M ⊗ M). (23)
In addition, if M and M are nonnegative matrices then M ⊗ M is also a nonnegative matrix.
Proof. Let K be the matrix relating the tensor product bases U ⊗ U and V ⊗ V such that
U ⊗ U = (V ⊗ V )K . (24)
Taking into account that V and V are linearly independent systems, we can deduce that there exist points x0 < · · ·<xm
and y0 < · · ·<yn such that the collocation matrices
C1 := M
(
v0, . . . , vm
x0, . . . , xm
)
and C2 := M
(
v0, . . . , vn
y0, . . . , yn
)
are nonsingular. Since the collocation matrix of the tensor product system V ⊗ V is the Kronecker product of the
corresponding collocation matrices of V and V , C1 ⊗ C2 is the collocation matrix of V ⊗ V at the points
((xi, yj )j=0,...,n)i=0,...,m := ((x0, yj )j=0,...,n, . . . , (xm, yj )j=0,...,n).
Then, since the Kronecker product of nonsingular matrices is nonsingular (see [7, Corollary 4.2.11]), the collocation
matrix C1 ⊗ C2 is also nonsingular. Now let us also consider the collocation matrices
B1 := M
(
u0, . . . , um
x0, . . . , xm
)
, B2 := M
(
u0, . . . , un
y0, . . . , yn
)
and B1 ⊗ B2 which, by the same previous reasoning, is the collocation matrix of U ⊗ U at the points
((xi, yj )j=0,...,n)i=0,...,m. Then, taking collocation matrices at the points ((xi, yj )j=0,...,n)i=0,...,m in formula (24)
we derive
B1 ⊗ B2 = (C1 ⊗ C2)K . (25)
Now, considering the collocation matrices at x0 < · · ·<xm and y0 < · · ·<yn, respectively, in (22), we deduce that
B1=C1M andB2=C2M . So, since theKronecker product of twoproducts ofmatrices is the product of the corresponding
Kronecker products (see [7, Lemma 4.2.10]), we have
B1 ⊗ B2 = C1M ⊗ C2M = (C1 ⊗ C2)(M ⊗ M).
Then, by the previous formula and (25), we deduce
(C1 ⊗ C2)K = (C1 ⊗ C2)(M ⊗ M).
Finally, taking into account that C1 ⊗ C2 is a nonsingular matrix, we can conclude that the matrix of change of basis
can be written as K = M ⊗ M , and then (23) follows from (24). In addition, if M and M are nonnegative matrices,
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taking into account the deﬁnition of Kronecker product of two matrices (see [7, Deﬁnition 4.2.1]), we can conclude
that M ⊗ M is also a nonnegative matrix.
In [11] it was proved that the Bernstein tensor product basis is optimally stable in the sense that there does not exist
a basis of nonnegative functions of its space U which has smaller condition number for all f ∈ U and any point. The
following result shows that, in fact, it is always better conditioned than the other two bases considered along the paper.
Theorem 7. Let us consider the Bernstein tensor product basis bmn= (bmi ⊗bnj )0 jn0 im, theWang–Ball tensor product
basis amn = (ami ⊗ anj )0 jn0 im and the DP tensor product basis cmn = (cmi ⊗ cnj )0 jn0 im of U. Then we have
Sbmn(f (x, y)) min{Samn(f (x, y)), Scmn(f (x, y))}
for all f ∈ U and points (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1].
Proof. By Theorems 5 and 6 of [3] the matrix Ak such that (ck0, . . . , ckk) = (bk0, . . . , bkk)Ak is totally positive and, in
particular, nonnegative. On the other hand, in [15, pp. 130–131] it was shown that thematrixBk such that (ak0, . . . , akk )=
(bk0, . . . , b
k
k)Bk is also nonnegative. Then, by Proposition 6, the corresponding Kronecker product matrix relating both
previous tensor product basis with the Bernstein tensor product basis is nonnegative. So the result follows from
[11, Lemma 3.1]. 
Horner algorithm, associated to the monomial basis (1, x, . . . , xn), is not a corner cutting algorithm but it will
be compared in Section 5 with the other algorithms of this paper. Taking into account that the matrix Ck such that
(1, x, . . . , xk)= (bk0, . . . , bkk)Ck is nonnegative (see [6, p. 42]), we can also derive from Proposition 6 and Lemma 3.1
of [11] that the Bernstein tensor product basis is better conditioned than the tensor product monomial basis.
4. Running error analysis of tensor product corner cutting algorithms
The “a priori” bounds deduced in Theorem 5 are computed before performing the corresponding evaluation algo-
rithms.But, in practical computations, it is also desirable to obtain a bound of the produced absolute error simultaneously
to the evaluation, i.e. an “a posteriori” bound (also called running error). In the following result we present a running
error analysis of Algorithm 3.
Theorem 8. Given Algorithm 3 for evaluating (3), we have, for all r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {0, . . . , n − r} and i ∈
{0, . . . , m},
|f̂ 0rij (x, y) − f 0rij (x, y)|u0rij ,
where u is the unit roundoff, 00ij = 0 for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, and
0sij = (1 − (n+1−s)j (y))0,s−1ij + (n+1−s)j (y)0,s−1i,j+1 + (1 − (n+1−s)j (y))|f̂ 0,s−1ij (x, y)|
+ (n+1−s)j (y)|f̂ 0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y)| + |f̂ 0sij (x, y)|
for all s ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {0, . . . , n − s} and i ∈ {0, . . . , m}, and we also have
|f̂ rni0 (x, y) − f rni0 (x, y)|urni0
for all r ∈ {1, . . . , m} and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − r}, where
sni0 = (1 − (m+1−s)i (x))s−1,ni0 + (m+1−s)i (x)s−1,ni+1,0 + (1 − (m+1−s)i (x))|f̂ s−1,nij (x, y)|
+ (m+1−s)i (x)|f̂ s−1,ni+1,j (x, y)| + |f̂ snij (x, y)|,
for all s ∈ {1, . . . , m} and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − s}.
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Proof. By step 2 of Algorithm 3, and applying (13) and (14), we have
f̂ 0sij (x, y) = [(1 − (n+1−s)j (y))f̂ 0,s−1ij (x, y)(1 + 0,s−1ij ) + (n+1−s)j (y)f̂ 0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y)(1 + 0,s−1i,j+1 )]
1
1 + 0sij
for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, s ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − s}, where |0,s−1ij |, |0,s−1i,j+1 |, |0sij |u . So, by the
previous formula, taking into account that
f 0sij (x, y) = (1 − (n+1−s)j (y))f 0,s−1ij (x, y) + (n+1−s)j (y)f 0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y)
and denoting R0sij (x, y) := f̂ 0sij (x, y) − f 0sij (x, y), we deduce that
R0sij (x, y) = (1−(n+1−s)j (y))R0,s−1ij (x, y)+(1 − (n+1−s)j (y))f̂ 0,s−1ij (x, y)0,s−1ij + (n+1−s)j (y)R0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y)
+ (n+1−s)j (y)f̂ 0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y)0,s−1i,j+1 − 0sij f̂ 0sij (x, y).
Then we can write that
|R0sij (x, y)|(1−(n+1−s)j (y))|R0,s−1ij (x, y)|+(n+1−s)j (y)|R0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y)|+u[(1−(n+1−s)j (y))|f̂ 0,s−1ij (x, y)|
+ (n+1−s)j (y)|f̂ 0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y)| + |f̂ 0sij (x, y)|]. (26)
Now, taking into account that R00ij (x, y) = 0 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , m} and j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, we will prove by induction on
r ∈ {1, . . . , n} that
|R0rij (x, y)|u0rij for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − r}, (27)
where 00ij = 0 for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, and
0sij = (1 − (n+1−s)j (y))0,s−1ij + (n+1−s)j (y)0,s−1i,j+1 + (1 − (n+1−s)j (y))|f̂ 0,s−1ij (x, y)|
+ (n+1−s)j (y)|f̂ 0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y)| + |f̂ 0sij (x, y)|
for all s ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {0, . . . , n − s} and i ∈ {0, . . . , m}.
By the formula (26) for s = 1, taking into account that R00ij = R00i,j+1 = 00ij = 00i,j+1 = 0, we can deduce that
|R01ij (x, y)|(1 − (n)j (y))|R00ij (x, y)| + (n)j (y)|R00i,j+1(x, y)| + u[(1 − (n)j (y))|f̂ 00ij (x, y)|
+ (n)j (y)|f̂ 00i,j+1(x, y)| + |f̂ 01ij (x, y)|] = u01ij ,
and so (27) holds for r = 1. Now let us suppose that (27) holds for r ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} and let us see that it also holds
for r + 1. By (26) for s = r + 1, we have
|R0,r+1ij (x, y)|(1 − (n−r)j (y))|R0rij (x, y)| + (n−r)j (y)|R0ri,j+1(x, y)| + u[(1 − (n−r)j (y))|f̂ 0rij (x, y)|
+ (n−r)j (y)|f̂ 0ri,j+1(x, y)| + |f̂ 0,r+1ij (x, y)|].
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, we deduce that
|R0,r+1ij (x, y)|(1 − (n−r)j (y))u0rij + (n−r)j (y)u0ri,j+1
+ u[(1 − (n−r)j (y))|f̂ 0rij (x, y)| + (n−r)j (y)|f̂ 0ri,j+1(x, y)|
+ |f̂ 0,r+1ij (x, y)|] = u0,r+1ij ,
and the induction holds.
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Analogously as we have performed above but using step 1 of Algorithm 3 instead of step 2, substituting indices 0sij
by indices rni0 and parameter x by parameter y, and denoting R
rn
i0 (x, y) := f̂ rni0 (x, y) − f rni0 (x, y), we can prove by
induction on r ∈ {1, . . . , m} that
|Rrni0 (x, y)|urni0 for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − r}, (28)
where
rni0 = (1 − (m+1−r)i (x))r−1,ni0 + (m+1−r)i (x)r−1,ni+1,0 + (1 − (m+1−r)i (x))|f̂ r−1,nij (x, y)|
+ (m+1−r)i (x)|f̂ r−1,ni+1,j (x, y)| + |f̂ rnij (x, y)|.
Let us see that we can reduce the number of operations for the computation of the sequences 0sij and 
rn
i0 of Theorem
8 by deﬁning the new sequences M00ij := |f̂ 00ij (x, y)|/2 for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n},
M0sij :=
0sij + |f̂ 0sij (x, y)|
2
for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, s ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − s}, and
Mrni0 :=
rni0 + |f̂ rni0 (x, y)|
2
for all r ∈ {1, . . . , m} and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − r}. As a consequence of Theorem 8 we have
M0sij = (1 − (n+1−s)j (y))M0,s−1ij + (n+1−s)j (y)M0,s−1i,j+1 + |f̂ 0sij (x, y)| (29)
for all s ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − s} and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, and we also have
Mrni0 = (1 − (m+1−r)i (x))Mr−1,ni0 + (m+1−r)i (x)Mr−1,ni+1,0 + |f̂ rni0 (x, y)| (30)
for all r ∈ {1, . . . , m} and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − r}.
As a straightforward consequence of formulas (29) and (30) we deduce the following corner cutting algorithm that
simultaneously evaluates the surface and obtains an error bound.
Algorithm 9. Let us consider the following tensor product surface represented in a tensor product system
F(x, y) =
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
Pijui(x)uj (y).
Let us suppose that, in fact, the system is a tensor product corner cutting system. Hence, we can write
F(x, y) = 1(x) · · ·m(x)(Pij )0 jn0 imn(y)T · · ·1(y)T.
Then performing
1. f̂ 00ij (x, y) = Pij , M00ij (x, y) = |f̂ 00ij (x, y)|/2 for 0 im and 0jn.
2. f̂ 0sij (x, y) = (1 − (n+1−s)j (y))f̂ 0,s−1ij (x, y) + (n+1−s)j (y)f̂ 0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y),
M0sij (x, y) = (1 − (n+1−s)j (y))M0,s−1ij (x, y) + (n+1−s)j (y)M0,s−1i,j+1 (x, y) + |f̂ 0sij (x, y)|
for 0 im, 1sn and 0jn − s.
3. f̂ rmi0 (x, y) = (1 − (m+1−r)i (x))f̂ r−1,ni0 (x, y) + (m+1−r)i (x)f̂ r−1,ni+1,0 (x, y),
Mrmi0 (x, y) = (1 − (m+1−r)i (x))Mr−1,ni0 (x, y) + (m+1−r)i (x)Mr−1,ni+1,0 (x, y) + |f̂ rni0 (x, y)|
for 1rm and 0 im − r .
4. 	 = u(2Mmn00 − |f̂ mn00 (x, y)|) we have f̂ mn00 (x, y) = F̂ (x, y) and |F(x, y) − F̂ (x, y)|	.
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Remark 10. We can easily check that the previous algorithm evaluates a scalar function represented through a tensor
product corner cutting system and obtains the running error performing ( 12 )(3(m + 1)n(n + 1) + 3m(m + 1)) + 1
sums/subtractions, 2(m + 1)n(n + 1) + 2m(m + 1) + 2 products and (m + 1)(n + 1) quotients. In consequence,
the previous algorithm has a computational cost of mn2 order: the same order as Algorithm 3. Approximately, the
number of operations of the previous algorithm is between the double and the triple of the number of operations of
Algorithm 3.
5. Numerical experiments and conclusions
We shall compare the three corner cutting evaluation algorithms considered along the paper and the adaptation of
the Horner algorithm for the evaluation of tensor product surfaces through numerical experiments. In order to compare
the algorithms and see the accuracy of the error bounds at ill conditioned problems we have considered a bivariate
polynomial deﬁned on [0, 1]×[0, 1], which is a generalization of the univariate polynomial considered by Wilkinson in
[17], in the sense that it has all its roots uniformly distributed on [0, 1] × [0, 1]. So we have a bivariate polynomial that
presents stability problems when evaluating at points close to its roots. Then, in the following example we evaluate this
bivariate polynomial at 1296 points uniformly distributed on [0, 1]× [0, 1] through the three corner cutting algorithms
considered along the paper and the Horner-type algorithm for the evaluation of tensor product surfaces, calculating the
absolute errors and, in addition, in the case of the corner cutting algorithms, the running errors.
Example 11. Let us consider the bivariate polynomial
F(x, y) :=
12∏
i=1
(
x − i
12
) 12∏
j=1
(
y − j
12
)
. (31)
Its roots are {(x, y) ∈ R2 | x = i/12 or y = i/12 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , 12}}. In this example we have evaluated
the polynomial F(x, y) through the four algorithms, and we have computed, in the case of the three corner cutting
algorithms, the running errors at the points of the mesh S ×S where S ={(1/72)+ i(1/36)|i = 0, 1, . . . , 35} using a C
compiler with double precision. Let us denote the computed values of F(x, y) by F̂ (x, y). Then, with Mathematica we
have computed the exact value of F(x, y) and the absolute errors |F(x, y) − F̂ (x, y)| for each of the four evaluation
algorithms.
In Fig. 1 we can see the absolute value of the logarithms of the absolute errors to the base 10 of all the considered
evaluation algorithms. In Table 1we show the absolute error of all the algorithms and the running error (usingAlgorithm
9) corresponding to the de Casteljau, the Wang–Ball and the DP algorithms for tensor product surfaces at the point of
the mesh where the absolute error is maximum for each of the algorithms.
The polynomial considered in Example 11 has serious conditioning problems. As we saw in Fig. 1 and Table 1 of
Example 11, although none of the three corner cutting algorithms presents a catastrophic behaviour, the de Casteljau
tensor product algorithm has better precision than the other three algorithms. This happens because, by Theorem 7, the
Bernstein tensor product basis is better conditioned than the Wang–Ball and the DP tensor product bases. In addition,
Fig. 1 also showed that the Horner-type algorithm for tensor product surfaces presents a worse behaviour than the other
algorithms. In fact, the maximal absolute error of Horner algorithm is 1.4 · 10−13 (see Table 1). On the other hand, we
can also observe in Table 1 that the running errors provide very accurate bounds of the absolute error.
We can observe in Fig. 1 that the Wang–Ball algorithm is more precise than the DP algorithm when evaluating the
polynomial F(x, y) in Example 11. But we cannot expect that the Wang–Ball algorithm always behaves better than the
DP algorithm for all bivariate polynomials because we cannot establish an order relation between the condition number
of these last two bases as in the case of the Wang–Ball and DP tensor product bases with respect to the Bernstein
tensor product basis (see Theorem 7). That is due to the fact that matrices Dmn and D−1mn such that amn = cmnDmn
and cmn = amnD−1mn with amn and cmn deﬁned in Theorem 7 have both positive and negative entries as we can check
for low degrees m and n (see [11, Lemma 3.1]). In fact, in the following example we have evaluated another bivariate
polynomial through the Wang–Ball, the DP and the Horner-type algorithms for tensor product surfaces and we have
computed the corresponding absolute errors in order to illustrate the issues previously mentioned.
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Fig. 1. Absolute value of the logarithms of the absolute errors to the base 10.
Table 1
Maximal absolute and running errors
De Casteljau Wang–Ball DP Horner
Abs. error Run. error Abs. error Run. error Abs. error Run. error Abs. error
1.4 · 10−24 3.3 · 10−23 1.3 · 10−22 6.3 · 10−21 1.2 · 10−18 5.2 · 10−17 1.4 · 10−13
Example 12. Let us consider the bivariate polynomial
G(x, y) := (x − 1)12(y − 1)12. (32)
Its roots are {(x, y) ∈ R2 | x=1 or y=1}. In this example we have evaluated the polynomialG(x, y) at the points of the
mesh T × T where T ={i/38|i = 1, . . . , 35} using a C compiler with double precision through the DP, the Wang–Ball
and the Horner-type algorithms for tensor product surfaces. Let us denote the computed values of G(x, y) by Ĝ(x, y).
Then, with Mathematica we have computed the exact value of G(x, y) and the absolute errors |G(x, y)− Ĝ(x, y)| for
each of the evaluation algorithms. In this case, the maximum absolute errors are 1.0 · 10−16, 2.2 · 10−16 and 7.9 · 10−11
for the DP, the Wang–Ball and the Horner-type algorithms for tensor product surfaces, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Absolute value of the logarithms of the absolute errors to the base 10.
In Fig. 2 we can see the absolute value of the logarithms of the absolute errors to the base 10 of the Wang–Ball, the
DP and the Horner-type algorithms for tensor product surfaces.
When evaluating the bivariate polynomial G(x, y) in Example 12 the DP algorithm has better precision than the
Wang–Ball algorithm and the Horner-type algorithm presents again the worst behaviour of the considered algorithms,
as Fig. 2 shows.
Finally we present the conclusions. In this paper, we have considered the corner cutting evaluation algorithms for
Wang–Ball and DP tensor product surfaces, which present lower computational cost than the de Casteljau tensor
product algorithm. We have proved that the three evaluation algorithms are backward stable. We have also proved
that the Bernstein tensor product basis is better conditioned than the Wang–Ball and the DP tensor product bases,
although the three algorithms present great accuracy even for pathological polynomials. Since the DP basis presents
better shape preserving properties than the Wang–Ball basis (as recalled in the introduction), its use is convenient when
we want to control computational cost and shape properties simultaneously. In the numerical examples we have also
shown the great accuracy of the running error bound provided by Algorithm 2, which calculates it simultaneously to
the evaluation of the surface without increasing signiﬁcantly the computational cost. Finally, the well-known Horner
algorithm presents worse stability properties than the other algorithms considered in the paper.
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